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a pacific heights apartment is reinvigorated with rich textures, 
artisan-made touches and a singular art collection that mix 

boldly against its graphic high-contrast palette.

written by laura mauk / photography by laure joliet

interior design / nicole hollis, nicolehollis  
architecture / brooks walker, walker warner architects 

home builder / glen sherman and yun-ju cho, van acker construction associates
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I 
love california for its innovation,” says designer 
nicole hollis, who recently devised the dramatic 
interiors of a family’s Pacific heights co-op 
apartment that spans an entire floor in a classic 
1920s building. “i came from new York, and my 

clients moved from hong Kong. i feel like people who  
end up here are risk-takers.” 

the clients, a husband and wife who work in business 
and have a teenage son, relocated to northern california 
to be closer to family. With a tight schedule, they called on 
hollis to reimagine their new residence. “the building is 
a prewar structure that overlooks the bay,” says the wife, 
noting that the city’s proximity to the water reminds them 
of their hong Kong roots. “You can see alcatraz and the 
golden gate bridge.” 

architect brooks Walker helped hollis perfect the 
apartment’s interior shell. “there wasn’t a lot of structural 
work that needed to be done,” Walker says, “but the kitchen 

and the master bath did get a down-to-the-studs makeover.” 
the architect remedied the kitchen’s choppy layout by 
removing an angled wall and reorganizing the placement of 
some of the appliances so that the space had better flow. 
hollis then designed new cabinetry and created a cozy 
banquette area, which features a view of coit tower. “in 
the master bath, we moved the tub beneath a bay window 
and added square footage to accommodate symmetrically 
opposed vanities,” explains Walker, who also made a 
stronger connection between the living room and study by 
creating a large opening complete with pocket doors. 

glen sherman, senior project manager and general 
manager of Van acker construction associates, and 
project manager Yun-Ju cho were the master builders who 
collaborated closely with hollis to carry out the makeover, 
which included maintaining and restoring the structure’s 
original millwork and trim. “We breathed life into the place 
and honored what was once there,” sherman says.

opposite: designer nicole hollis infused a Pacific heights apartment with dramatic style, as in the entry, where 
she suspended the owners’ louis Poulsen Ph artichoke pendant above a table from atelier gary lee in chicago. 

Square Word Calligraphy: After Apple-Picking, 2003, by Xu bing, hangs on the wall. 

below: Secretive Three Graces, 2008, by debbie han, and an eero saarinen-designed table from Knoll define 
the study. a gino sarfatti light fixture from Flos, part of the owners’ collection, suspends in the room, which hollis 
painted with Pitch black by Farrow & ball. Artificial Rock #146, 2011, by Zhan Wang, stands just outside the space.
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above: a curated collection of books, which is displayed 
on the owners’ existing coffee table, lends interest to the 
living room and is shown alongside a turned-wood bowl 
by Philip moulthrop.

left: hollis layered textures in the living room, where a 
velvet-upholstered sofa pairs with leather armchairs, all by 
christian liaigre and purchased from de sousa hughes. 
the floor lamp is from blackman cruz in los angeles, and 
the side table is by troscan design + Furnishings. a lush 
moroccan rug from tony Kitz gallery grounds the space.
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hollis, working with her firm’s residential studio director, 
adele dalby, outfitted the interior with the same complex 
layering of stark white tones, moody grays and rich shades 
of black and bronze you’d find in an iconic black-and-white 
photograph. “i like to work with high contrast and a more 
neutral palette because you get so much color from the 
art, accessories and landscape,” hollis says. “With the wide 
views of the bay, the light has many moods throughout 
the day.” the designer chose a creamy white paint for the 
walls of practically the entire apartment and offset them by 
staining the wood floors a deep chocolate brown. to create 
a dramatic counterpoint, she coated the study with Farrow & 
ball’s Pitch black. “my work is not founded in decoration or 
tradition,” says hollis. “i like things that are riskier and edgier.” 

hollis also prefers to layer as much texture as possible 
and add sculptural light fixtures. “it’s like buying a classic 
suit and just adding a great watch or a great pair of shoes,” 
she says. in the dining room, a large bronze chandelier 
with a sea urchin-like form is suspended above a massive 
custom oak table with a bronze base. “i used chunky 
linen draperies and placed a soft, shaggy moroccan rug in 

the living room,” says the designer, who also covered an 
ottoman with hair-on-hide and chose a sofa upholstered 
with a shimmery velvet. hand-blown glass sconces by John 
Pomp studios appear as idiosyncratic globes that give the 
room an understated glow. “i never want to do sconces with 
shades just because that’s the default or traditional answer,” 
she says. “i prefer to seek out artists who create something 
thoughtful and one-of-a-kind.”

the designer created a personal layer by expertly 
weaving in a selection of the clients’ own items—pieces 
they had picked up on travels or had lived with for years. 
“each existing furnishing they brought with them meant 
something and was so different,” hollis says of pieces such 
as woven baskets the couple purchased while traveling in 
bhutan and a painted stool that the wife’s sister brought 
back from morocco. “i worked them in, and they ended up 
adding so much warmth.” Perhaps the most sentimental 
item hollis integrated is the rocker in the master bedroom. 
“We commissioned an artist in Virginia to carve the 
chair when my son was born,” the wife says. “there’s an 
inscription on the bottom.”

robert rauschenberg’s Japanese 
Sky I (from the Bleacher series) 
hangs near a hollis-designed  
oak-and-bronze table in the dining 
space. the lumiere light fixture  
by Jean de merry adds a dynamic 
note. dark-hued draperies, made  
with christian liaigre linen from de 
sousa hughes, frame sweeping 
views of the city. 

in the living room, John Pomp studios sconces from de sousa hughes flank a work by  
antony gormley. hollis custom-designed the dramatic fireplace surround, which features nero  

marquina black marble with white veining, and worked with Van acker construction associates  
on restoring the existing millwork. the owners purchased the baskets on a trip to bhutan.



“With thE 
WiDE ViEWs 
Of thE BAy, 

thE Light hAs 
mANy mOODs 

thROughOut 
thE DAy.” 

–NicOLE hOLLis

hollis’ preference for neutrals, texture and form over 
color and pattern and the way that predilection thoughtfully 
accommodates the couple’s enviable art collection might 
be the pinnacle of the project. “they take calculated risks in 
terms of art,” the designer says. “they’re intellectual about 
their choices and have renowned artists, but also a lot of 
contemporary and emerging names. each work tells a story.” 
a photographic work by robert rauschenberg looks almost 
like a third window in the dining room, while a large metallic 
sculpture by Zhan Wang has a stately, unencumbered 
appearance in the living room. a work by artist Xu 
bing—a poem by robert Frost drawn to look like chinese 
characters—hangs in the minimalist entry. “it speaks to our 
asian heritage,” the wife says. “our home is very calm. the 
art is showcased, but it doesn’t float in rooms as if it’s the 
only focal point. everything here is in great harmony.”   

above: hollis created a minimalist 
aesthetic for the kitchen. the 
designer chose Waterworks subway 
tile for the backsplash and Farrow 
& ball’s Pitch black paint for the 
cabinetry, which she designed and 
had iK design fabricate. omnistone 
masonry installed the calacatta 
gold countertops. 

left: a le creuset cup and saucer 
rest on the custom breakfast table.
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hollis designed a banquette for 
the kitchen’s casual breakfast area. 
seating upholstered with material by 
garrett leather is both comfortable 
and low-maintenance. a custom 
wood table provides warmth, while a 
honeycomb-like glass pendant from 
tim clarke interior design in santa 
monica creates interest. the side 
chairs are from dzine.
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left: the designer outfitted the 
master bathroom with calacatta 
gold marble for the floors and used 
the material again to customize a 
restoration hardware vanity. roll & 
hill sconces from Propeller and a 
geometric pendant by tom dixon 
from matter in new York strike  
an industrial note.

opposite: in the master bedroom, 
pale-hued bedding and romo 
drapery fabric provide a subdued 
backdrop for the liu Wei oil-on-wood 
artworks, which intentionally crack 
and change color over time. the 
owners commissioned the rocking 
chair from an artist in Virginia.




